The topics and content will change fast so we develop a strategy that is built to be agile and able to plug and play different tools, methods and content providers as our team need them.

David Barrett, chief operations officer, cut-e

Q. How can we leverage analytics best to increase engagement and drive discretionary effort?

A. Analytics can help employers to assess and hire job candidates who are likely to be engaged by the role and the organisation. A new research study by Aon and cut-e, which is part of Aon Assessment Solutions, reveals that certain individuals are ‘wired for engagement’ more than others and these levels of ‘engagability’ can be assessed using a personality questionnaire during the selection process. Disengaged employees can spread cynicism and negativity that can affect everyone around them, but recruiters can now reduce the likelihood of this occurring by identifying these specific personality traits positively, cooperatively and drive. Each of us has these traits, we just have them at different levels. Those who score higher on all three of these traits should be screened out of your applicant pool.

By leveraging the traits, strengths and skills of employees, analytics can help employers make a commitment that engagement thrives in their organisation.

Dave Hazlehurst, partner, Ph.Creative

Q. As the talent attraction process is becoming increasingly automated, what are the critical points that require human influence?

A. As recruitment marketers, we have to stay ahead of the curve. Big data and technology are helping us with the science, but they can’t tell us everything. What about that feeling and subconscious know how that we spend years training as we develop and gain experience? More than ever before, we should be investing in understanding what makes people tick. That ‘human algorithm’ provides marginal gains and will give you a competitive advantage in business and talent attraction.

Look at the journey you ask candidates to take from the moment they first touch the brand – online or offline. Gain insight into what they are feeling and thinking as they go through this process. Consider at each stage of communication – how easy was this process for them? What would they remember about you? Would they be compelled to shout from the rooftops about their experience – good or bad?

Put passion into all you do in your quest to create world-class experiences for your candidates. And then recruit those who share your passion for the customer and you will organically grow a culture with your customer at its heart. Because in a world where there’s always more tech and we become immersed in more digital, the one thing that we will always remain is human.

Joe Cregan, head of Corporate Life & Pensions, Zurich

Q. What can HR leaders do differently to reward sustainable performance?

A. The challenge facing the current workplace is short-termism, from all stakeholders – shareholders, management and employees. What this is the current reality, there is an opportunity to reward employees for taking a longer-term perspective in terms of their careers. In the short term, rewards to meeting a company’s annual objectives, such as bonuses, have a role to play. However, employee rewards should look beyond the short term so that employees feel that their loyalty, commitment and performance are rewarded over the longer term. The most important of these rewards is the provision of retirement savings, especially given the favourable tax treatment. At Zurich, we believe that there is a huge opportunity for HR leaders to engage with the retirement savings industry to deliver more innovative and flexible pension schemes to reward long-term sustainable performance.

Johnny Campbell, chief executive, Social Talent

Q. How should HR leaders craft ‘always-on’ learning strategies to allow for their employees to learn as quickly as technology is changing?

A. Learning content needs to be short, focused and accessible. The rise of AI and machine learning is enabling both macro- and micro-learning needs. Modern learners expect the learning to come to them – they are too busy and distracted to find the content they need, therefore learning strategies should be built around personalised learning recommendations served in real time. Finally, the learning experience should be fun, incorporating the proven principles of peer-recognition, fast feedback loops and social interactivity.

Niamh O’Beirne, partner, People Advisory Services Group, EY

Q. With the rise of AI and machine learning, what can HR leaders do to drive competitive advantage through an augmented workforce?

A. Uniquely human skills such as creativity and empathy will be even more of a necessity in the workforce of the future, but how to best leverage new technology while enabling a high-performing workforce will not happen by chance. Key areas to consider include:

- Automation to make work more fulfilling: positively embracing new technologies and removing mundane tasks to increase job satisfaction, allowing your people to work in more interesting and fulfilling roles.
- Think in tasks, not roles: understanding the individual tasks carried out across your organisation will enable you to identify those that can be performed by machines and help you to ensure human labour is put to its highest and most efficient use.

Pilot and fail quickly: the pace of change is moving so fast that the companies that are agile and able to plug and play different tools, methods and content providers as your team need them.
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